Introduction.
Let T be a Fuchsian group acting on the unit disk A = {zEC: \z\ < 1}, and let qS;2 be a fixed integer. The holomorphic function qb on A is called an automorphic form of weight ( -2q) if
(1) qbiAz)A'izY = <piz), zEA, AET.
Let w be a Poincare normal polygon for T in A. With Bers [2] , we call the automorphic form qb integrable if AqiT) is the Banach space of integrable forms normed by (2) , and Bq(T) is the Banach space of bounded forms, normed by (3). If T contains only the identity map, we write Aq and Bq tor Aq(T) and BqiT).
We shall prove Theorem 1. 7/T is finitely generated, then AqiT)EBq(T).
Theorem 2. 7/-49(r)CT39(r), then the inclusion map is continuous. Since w has finite (noneuclidean) area if and only if V is a finitely generated group of the first kind [2] , [6] , our theorems are generalizations of the well-known fact that Aq(T) =Bq(T) when w has finite area.
2. Proof of the Lemma. It is well known [2 ] , [6] that to each finitely generated Fuchsian group Y of the second kind there corresponds a compact bordered Riemann surface A with interior X such that A/TEX, the set X-A/T is finite, and the natural map 7r: A->A/T is branched over only a finite number of points. Let S= {pi, • • • , pn} be the set of points pEX such that either pEA/T or the map 7r is branched over p, and let X'=X -S. For pES, we set l(p)= °° if pEX and l(p) =« if the map ir has a branch point of order ra -1 over PIf 1 <l(p) < °°, then p=ir(zo), where z0GA is the fixpoint of some A ET of order n = l(p). A local parameter at p is given by for z close to a, defines a local parameter in a punctured neighborhood of p.
Using these parameters at the points of S, one finds that every meromorphic differential of dimension q on X which lifts to a function By Abel's theorem there is a meromorphic first order differential a on the double of X which is analytic and nonzero in X. Furthermore, there is a function g analytic in X and continuous in X which has at each pES a zero of order [q(l -l/l(p))]
and no other zeros in X. Then aq/g is a meromorphic differential of dimension q on X with divisor D. This differential lifts to a holomorphic function 0 on A which satisfies (1). It is easy to verify that <f> is bounded in the fundamental polygon w. Hence ||</>|| < oo and <pEAq(T).
On the other hand, each xpEAq(T) determines a meromorphic differential xp(z)dzq on X which is a multiple of the divisor D of a"/g. This means that xp(z) =f(z)<p(z), where/(z) is the lift to A of an analytic function on X. (In particular, f(Az) =f(z) for all A in T.) We shall complete the proof of the Lemma by showing that fEAq.
To this end we choose a compact neighborhood KEX of S, and we decompose A into the T-invariant sets Ai=7r_1(A') and A2=A -Ai. It But ll/H* is finite because Aq is contained in Bq by [2, p. 199 ]. The theorem is proved.
4. Proof of Theorem 2. By assumption, the injection i: Aq(T) ->59(F) is defined on all of ^4,(r). Since for each zEA the map <£-»t&(z) is continuous on both ^4,(r) and Bq(T), the graph of i is closed. Hence i is a continuous map.
Remarks, (i)
LetT be finitely generated and of the second kind. Let Eq be the Banach subspace of Aq consisting of those/ such that /(^4z) =/(z) for all A ET. By the Lemma, the map/->fd> is a continuous bijective map from Eq to Aq(T). Hence, by the open mapping theorem it is an isomorphism.
(ii) We are unable to prove that Aq(T)EBq(T) for arbitrary T.
However, it is true that At(T)r\Bt(T) is always dense in ^45(r). (This observation has been made independently by L. Bers.) To prove this, we note first that polynomials are dense in Aq, as an immediate consequence of [3, Lemma l]. But a theorem of Bers [2] , [4] 
